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Abstract
Purpose
This study investigates how media brand knowledge, defined as a structural feature of the message, influences emotional and attentional responses to, and memory of, news messages.

Design/methodology/approach
Self-reports, facial electromyography (EMG) and electroencephalography (EEG) were used as indices of emotional valence, arousal and attention in response to 42 news messages, which varied along the valence and involvement dimensions, and were framed with different media brands varying along the familiarity and credibility dimensions.

Findings
Compared to the no-brand condition, news framed with brands elicited more attention. The memory tests indicated that strong media brands override the effect of involvement in information encoding, whereas details of news presented with Facebook were not well encoded. However, the headlines of news framed with Facebook were well retrieved. In addition, negative and high-involvement news elicited higher arousal ratings and corrugator EMG activity. News framed with familiar and high-credibility brands elicited higher arousal ratings.
Practical implications

Relevant for both brand managers and audiences, the findings show that building credibility and familiarity both work as brand attributes to differentiate media brands and influence information processing.

Originality/value

The results highlight the importance of media brands in news reading: as a structural feature, the brand is used as a proxy to process the message content. The study contributes by investigating how the type of source influences the reception and encoding of the mediated information; by investigating the emotional effects of brands; and by confirming previous findings in media psychology literature.
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Introduction

The digital era has introduced profound changes in the ways people consume news. First, news is increasingly consumed using electronic devices and thus in a different habitual and technological context than previously. Second, publishing content and establishing media channels has become technically easy, which has led to an increase in the number of media sites or media-like sites. Third, a growing number of people obtain their news through social media platforms, curated by their peers. As a consequence of these developments, the competition among different media has dramatically increased, which has put the media under mounting pressure to find new ways to differentiate. As with other products, one of the main tools for media corporations to differentiate their products is *branding* (Chan-Olmsted, 2006; Tungate, 2004).

Marketing studies posit that the knowledge consumers possess about a brand is one of the most valuable assets for firms. Brands are signals of quality and credibility: they link to previous experiences with the product and, through them, provide promises of future deliverables (Herbig and Milewicz, 1995; Esch *et al.*, 2006). They are signs designed to communicate attributes and feelings attached to a product beyond its product category and functional value in order to enhance the experienced value (McDowell, 2006). However, media brand management is considered a quite specific area of branding (Krebs and Siegert, 2016), and the understanding of brand effects in media industry is still limited. Following the seminal studies of Hovland *et al.* (1953, p. 19), who acknowledged that “the impact of a message probably depends also upon the particular publication or channel through which it is
transmitted”, this study investigates how brand knowledge regulates the processing of textual media messages. Hence, we aim to contribute to the growing discussion on media branding and the ways in which media brands can be used as strategic resources in media management (Malmelin and Moisander, 2014; Chan-Olmsted and Shay, 2016). While media branding has several audiences due to the dual market structure of audience and advertising (Sommer, 2015), our main focus is on media consumers and the ways in which elements of the media brand affect the cognitive and emotional processing that takes place when the news is received and processed. Following propositions made in media and advertising research suggesting that the type of channel or source influence the reception and encoding of the information (e.g. Sundar, 2008; Chan-Olmsted and Cha, 2008; Miller and Krosnick, 2000), we expect brands to elicit specific effects in the message processing.

To this end, a psychophysiological methodological approach was selected. Psychophysiology investigates cognitive, emotional and behavioral phenomena related to and revealed through physiological responses (Potter and Bolls, 2012). These responses are measured by using physiological signals such as the activation of facial muscles (facial electromyography EMG) or electrical brain activity (electroencephalography EEG). This methodological approach is expected to reveal brand effects that cannot be investigated by traditional self-reports only (Chartrand, 2005; Schaefer and Rotte, 2007). In particular, psychophysiology allows for the investigation of emotional attachment to brands, which has recently fostered interest among brand researchers (e.g. Wallace et al., 2014; Thomson et al., 2005; Alvarez and Fournier, 2016). Compared to more traditional methods often influenced by socially desirable reporting (Paulhus, 2002), psychophysiology may add to the understanding of the unconscious effects of media brands in particular. In addition, psychophysiological measures have a level of temporal precision over the whole reading situation (Ravaja, 2004).
Most of the communication studies on textual messages have examined the influence of message content features, such as the emotional valence and relevance of the message to the reader, on emotional and cognitive processes. These studies indicate that negative messages and messages with high perceived relevance to the reader evoke higher attention and cognitive processing, which results in a memory advantage (e.g. Rozin and Royzman, 2001; Schneider and Laurion, 1993). Another line of studies has focused on the structural features of messages, such as content pacing, movements or sudden sounds in videos, and found these aspects to affect cognitive processes (Fox et al., 2004; A. Lang et al., 2002; Sundar and Kalyanaraman, 2004). These studies demonstrate that structural features affect the way the content of the news is processed and encoded. However, the functioning of the brand of a particular media outlet as a structural feature of the news message, and the emotional and attentional psychophysiological responses evoked by it, remain unexplored. In other contexts, however, brands have been shown to elicit bodily responses and emotions during information intake (Esch et al., 2010).

In order to examine the cognitive effects of media brands as message features, this study builds on the limited capacity model of motivated media processing (LC4MP; A. Lang, 2000; 2006), a model that explains cognitive processing during media reception. LC4MP posits that structural features of the media message might influence the activation of the two human motivational systems, and affect how limited resources are allocated to cognitive processing. Following this model, we examined how the media brand, as a structural feature of the message, influences psychophysiological responses to, and memory for, textual news messages. However, as has been shown in relation to other structural features, this effect takes place in connection with the message content features, such as emotional tone and reader involvement. To study these effects in interaction, an experimental setting with self-reported and psychophysiological measurements was used in order to study both the
conscious and the unconscious emotional and attentional responses elicited by the media brands. Stimulus material consisted of 42 news messages, which varied along the valence and involvement dimensions, and were framed with different media brands that varied along the dimensions of familiarity and credibility. Apart from studying the effects elicited by traditional media brands, messages framed with social media brands were also included to investigate the differences between various media types.

Theoretical background

The limited capacity model of motivated media processing

The LC4MP, the limited capacity model of motivated media processing (A. Lang, 2000) explains information processing that links media message consumption with motivational tendencies. The main premise of the model is that humans have a limited capacity for information processing, and therefore an automated or controlled allocation of resources must be made. The model posits that during information processing limited resources are allocated across three sub-processes: encoding, storage, and retrieval. Encoding refers to selecting information from the message for further processing, while storage refers to the process of linking new information to old. Retrieval refers to the ability to remember and recall information.

Two motivational systems, the appetitive and the aversive, activate automatically in response to stimuli and influence the sub-processes (Cacioppo and Gardner, 1999; Bradley et al., 2001). In general, positive stimuli activate the appetitive system (approach), while negative stimuli activate the aversive (withdrawal). Although the appetitive system is thought to be slightly more active than the aversive system to support exploration and information intake, at a low level of activation both systems allocate a similar amount of resources to the sub-processes (A. Lang, 2000; Bradley et al., 2001). However, the aversive system tends to activate more quickly and generate stronger responses, which in turn increases the allocation
of resources to encoding, storage and retrieval. This refers to the phenomenon known as 

*negativity bias*, which indicates that, when compared to positive news, negative and especially extremely negative news prompts more attention and cognitive processing than positive news (Baumeister *et al.*, 2001; Grabe *et al.*, 2003). Following Rozin and Royzman (2001), the term *negativity informational effect* is used here to refer to the generic phenomenon, which encompasses various affective and informational effects.

In addition, A. Lang (2000) posits that other structural features might influence the activation of the two motivational systems. For example, studies have shown that the complexity of the message structure (A. Lang *et al.*, 2013a), camera angle changes (A. Lang *et al.*, 2000), or pitch variations (Rodero *et al.*, 2017) affect the allocation of cognitive resources. Studies have also investigated the structural features present in online environments, such as different page styles or surfing patterns (e.g. Wise *et al.*, 2013). However, structural features are always linked to the message content, and are also affected by motivational factors related to the message consumption, such as the relevance of the message topic to the reader.

*Emotions and involvement in media consumption*

Several studies have examined and highlighted emotion-related responses during textual news message reading. Emotions are biologically-based action dispositions consisting of three components: subjective feeling, physiological responses, and expressive behavior. Some scholars have added cognitive appraisal and motivational state to these three components (P. Lang, 1995). The components of the emotional space have been mapped with two orthogonal dimensions by the circumplex model proposed by Russel (1980): emotional valence ranges on a continuum between pleasantness and unpleasantness, whereas the arousal dimension ranges from calm to excited. This model is the basis of facial electromyography
EMG, which is used to study the hedonic valence of affective processes (Tassinary and Cacioppo, 2000).

Further, research suggests that specific facial muscle groups are responsible for the expression of positive and negative emotions, and supports the view that the emotional tone of the message is an important factor that affects the reader’s psychophysiological responses (Ravaja, 2004). During textual news reading, increased activity in the orbicularis oculi and zygomaticus major, and decreased activity in the corrugator supercilii muscle regions have been associated with positive emotions (Ravaja, 2004; Tassinary and Cacioppo, 2000).

Based on these studies, we propose the following hypothesis:

H1a. Compared to extremely negative news and negative news, positive news will elicit higher zygomaticus major and orbicularis oculi, and lower corrugator supercilii facial EMG activation.

In addition to facial EMG, the electroencephalography EEG alpha power (8-13 Hz) correlates inversely with attention, emotional arousal, interest and recall (Klimesch, 1999; Simons et al., 2003). Further, the approach-withdrawal motivation model of emotion posits that the left and right brain regions are parts of two separate systems underlying approach and withdrawal motivation, respectively (e.g. Davidson, 2003). Relatively greater left frontal alpha activity indicates a propensity to approach or engage with the stimulus, whereas relatively greater right frontal alpha activity indicates a propensity to withdraw/disengage from the stimulus (Coan and Allen, 2004; Harmon-Jones, 2003).

The LC4MP model as well as other research on information processing acknowledge the greater influence of negative and arousing stimuli over positive ones (A. Lang, 2000; Newhagen and Reeves, 1992; Schneider and Laurion, 1993). This refers to the informational negativity effect: negative and arousing events prompt more cognitive processing and attention. Consistently, deeper cognitive processing and attention to negative stimuli, such as
announcements, advertisements, and images, is often associated with better memory (P. Lang, et al., 1993; Newhagen and Reeves, 1992; Bolls et al., 2001; Grabe et al., 2003). Therefore, we propose the following hypotheses:

H1b. Compared to positive news, extremely negative and negative news will evoke relatively greater right frontal EEG alpha activation and decreased EEG alpha power.

H1c: Compared to positive news, extremely negative and negative news will be better encoded and retrieved from memory.

Apart from emotions, the involvement of the reader has been considered a relevant content-related factor influencing information encoding. This study conceptualizes involvement as the relevance of the message to the reader. The LC4MP model posits that news involvement regulates the activation of the two motivational systems and resource allocation, which in turn influence memory (A. Lang, 2000). Schneider and Laurion (1993) found that high-involvement news messages have an attentional and memory advantage over low-involvement messages. In line with this finding, also Kätsyri and others (2012) that when compared to low-involvement news, high-involvement news evokes higher arousal ratings and attention, which lead to greater information intake. Therefore, we expect high-involvement news to be differentiated by the self-reports and by the psychophysiological measurements:

H2a. When compared to low-involvement news, high-involvement news will elicit increased self-reported arousal.

H2b. When compared to low-involvement news, high-involvement news will elicit decreased whole-head EEG alpha power and greater relative left frontal EEG activation.

H2c. When compared to low-involvement news, high-involvement news will be better encoded and retrieved from memory.

Media brand knowledge
Another substantial focus within LC4MP research has been to examine which structural features of the message, such as screen size or graphical elements, influence the activation of the motivational systems and the allocation of resources to the memory sub-processes (A. Lang et al., 2002; A. Lang et al., 2013a). Advertising studies have also demonstrated that the features of the message source, such as credibility or familiarity, influence the perception and processing of news content (Schumann and Thorson, 1990), a notion particularly used to evaluate the effects of the media context and effectiveness of sponsorship in consumer psychology studies (Moorman et al., 2002).

We suggest that the message source is most commonly present in media consumption as the brand of that particular media. Brand is a symbol intended to identify and differentiate products and services from those of competitors (Fournier, 1998; Keller, 2003). According to Keller (2003), brand knowledge exerts its influence through two components, brand awareness and brand image. Brand awareness indicates how strongly consumers identify and recognize the brand. Brand image relates to the perceptions of the brand as reflected by brand associations in consumers’ minds. These associations are brand-related attributes, benefits and attitudes, such as favorability, strength, and uniqueness.

For media brands, good quality, in particular, is a desired attribute of the identity of a strong brand (Siegert et al., 2011; Krebs, 2017). Further, in the context of media consumption, a significant brand-related overall attitude is media credibility, as emphasized by studies explaining readers’ relationships to the media (Flanagin and Metzger, 2007; Kohring and Matthes, 2007). Credibility defines the degree to which consumers believe in the media brand’s trustworthiness and expertise (Goldsmith et al., 2000). This makes media credibility a construct based on accumulated knowledge of the actions of the media, namely a construct based on the quality of previous news-reading experiences of that particular media. Hence, the relationship between media brand and customers is mediated by somewhat
different factors than those explaining customer relationships with regular brands (cf. Krebs, 2017). In the current study, media brand knowledge is operationalized using two dimensions of brand knowledge applied to the context of the media industry: *familiarity* with the brand, measuring brand awareness, and the *credibility* of the brand, measuring brand image.

Brand image is not only identified using cognitive appraisals and attributes. Credibility, for instance, is affected by both cognitive and affective evaluations (Johnson and Grayson, 2005). Furthermore, emotional responses to brands are used as cues for inferring quality and affect consumer choices (Soscia, 2007; Loewenstein and Lerner, 2003; Thomson *et al.*, 2015). Positive brands have been associated with higher degrees of pleasantness, positive emotions and approach tendencies (Walla *et al.*, 2011), which are positively related to positive outcomes such as word-of-mouth intentions, and which foster long-term relationships with the brand (Alvarez and Fournier, 2016; Carroll and Ahuvia, 2006; Veloutsou and Moutinho, 2009). Further, strong brands display higher unaided recall and stronger positive association (Hoeffler and Keller, 2003). It appears that customer satisfaction or delight is characterized by the experience of positive and arousing emotions (Brakus *et al.*, 2009).

Building on the LC4MP model, and the studies highlighting the emotional dimensions of the brand relationship, we expect brand familiarity and credibility to influence the individual emotion-related physiological responses:

H3a. Compared to unfamiliar and low-credibility brands, news framed with familiar and high-credibility brands will elicit higher degrees of self-reported pleasantness and arousal.

H3b. Compared to unfamiliar and low-credibility brands, news framed with familiar and high-credibility brands will elicit higher zygomaticus major and orbicularis oculi, and lower corrugator supercilii EMG activity.
Following the ideas present in LC4MP in relation to the structural features of the message and in line with Esch et al. (2012), who showed that activations in brain areas associated with information retrieval were higher for strong brands, we argue that the visual cues that represent the media brand, and link to the reader’s previous experiences with the brand, also act as a structural feature of the message. We suggest that, like other media structural features, familiarity and credibility elicit different degrees of resource allocation to the encoding and retrieval processes (A. Lang, 2000; A. Lang et al., 2002), namely that high-credibility familiar brands will increase the attention given to the message:

H3c. Compared to unfamiliar and low-credibility brands, news framed with familiar and high-credibility brands will elicit decreased whole-head EEG alpha power and relatively greater left frontal EEG activation.

H3d. Compared to unfamiliar and low-credibility media brands, news framed with familiar and high-credibility brands will be better encoded and retrieved from memory.

The hypotheses above suggest that there will be significant main effects in terms of media brands, news valence, and comment valence in predicting self-report responses. However, it is also possible that there will be interactions between media brand dimensions and news-message valence and involvement in predicting these variables. Thus, we formulate the first research question as follows:

RQ1: Is there an interaction between media-brand and news-message valence and involvement in predicting self-reported and physiological responses or memory?

Traditional media and social media

The current media landscape is profoundly marked by the role of social media, which are increasingly used as platforms for information and news dissemination (Villi et al., 2016; Chan-Olmsted, 2011). Studies have shown that sources other than traditional media are interfering with the ways in which readers evaluate representativeness and the quality of online
news messages (Kang and Sundar, 2016). It can be assumed that certain differences arise when news information is acquired through a platform characterized by peer production. While studies investigating the psychophysiological responses elicited by social media messages are emerging (e.g. Alhabash et al., 2018; Ravaja et al., 2015; Mauri et al., 2011), the responses to news posted as or within social media messages have not been widely studied. The present study addresses this gap by examining how social media brands, in comparison with traditional media brands, affect the reader’s responses when they are presented as the message source. Hence, we pose the second research question as follows:

RQ2. Does news framed with traditional media brands and news framed with social media brands evoke different degrees of self-reported pleasantness and arousal, psychophysiological responses, and memory?

Methodology

The current study used psychophysiology, a novel method used to study the effects of media brand knowledge—a structural feature of the message—on the emotional and cognitive processes activated during news reading. Self-reports, facial electromyography (EMG), and electroencephalography (EEG) were utilized in order to assess emotional valence, emotional arousal, and attention. Stimulus material consisted of 42 news messages, which varied along the valence (i.e. pleasantness) and involvement (i.e. relevance to the reader) dimensions, and were framed with different media brands that varied along the dimensions of familiarity and credibility. The following sections explain the variables and manipulations as well as the experimental procedure.

Participants

Participants were recruited who identified themselves as persons who mainly read news online. Participation was compensated with two movie tickets. The participants comprised 74 Finnish students (\( M = 24, SD = 2.74 \), 52 female, 22 male, aged 19–30), a
number typical of similar studies (e.g. Ravaja, 2004; Kätsyri et al., 2012). Given that the EEG data were partly unusable for some participants, the number of participants totaled 68 in the final EEG analyses.

Design

A 3 (news valence: positive, negative, extremely negative) × 2 (news involvement: low, high) × 7 (media brand: six brands, a control condition) within-subject design was used. To counterbalance the assignment of news to the 7 brand conditions, a 7 × 7 Latin square was used. The same Latin square was replicated for the 6 news conditions (3 news valence × 2 news involvement).

Materials

News messages. The stimuli consisted of 42 fictional Finnish language news messages, the content of which varied along two dimensions: emotional valence and involvement. Each news message consisted of a short headline and a message body. An effort was made to use messages that would elicit a wide range of ratings along the valence and involvement dimensions. Twenty-eight news messages were selected from an existing stimulus set prepared and tested in two previous studies (Ravaja et al., 2006; Kätsyri et al., 2012). These included seven positive and seven negative high-involvement messages, as well as seven positive and seven negative low-involvement messages. High-involvement news messages dealt with issues relevant to young students (e.g. Student grants will finally be increased); low-involvement messages dealt with issues relevant to the elderly (e.g. New services for elderly in Kamppi service center). In addition, fourteen extremely negative news stories (i.e. violent crime news) were selected from real newspapers. To generate a similar variation of involvement, the message content was edited to represent either the high-involvement category (e.g. Young woman beaten to death in suburban flat), or the low-involvement category (e.g. Elderly man assaulted at taxi rank), with seven messages each. Despite the fact
that online news increasingly contains visual material, the news was only presented textually since the majority of news is still presented and read in a textual format. Furthermore, the study aimed to contribute to and compare with the existing stream of studies investigating responses to textual messages.

Media brands. The media brands were selected on the basis of a nationwide survey reporting the reputation and credibility of Finnish media brands (Aula et al., 2014), using the scores along the familiarity and credibility dimensions. A brand was selected for each of the four categories defined by familiarity-credibility combinations: high-familiarity and high-credibility national media (Helsingin Sanomat, a well-known national newspaper), low-familiarity and low-credibility political media (Tiedonantaja, a less-known political newspaper), high-familiarity and low-credibility tabloid media (Iltalehti, a well-known tabloid) and low-familiarity high-credibility local media (Savon Sanomat, a local daily newspaper). In addition, we selected Facebook to represent a familiar social media brand, whereas a random blog (Uutisvirta, “News feed”) was created to represent an unfamiliar social media brand. The credibility dimension was excluded because for social media brands no corresponding credibility indices exist. Further, in order to support the ecological validity of the experimental setting, we limited our selection to those social media brands where a message the length of a news story could plausibly be published, namely Facebook or blogs. For all media, brand frames were assembled to resemble mobile news sites (Figure 1). Twenty-four pre-test participants rated the brands along emotional valence, arousal, familiarity and credibility dimensions using 9-point scales. The media brands were significantly differentiated by the dimensions, $F(5, 2462.97) = 671.94, p = < .001$. 

FIGURE 1 HERE

Procedure
After reading a description of the experiment, each participant filled out an informed consent form together with a demographic questionnaire, followed by a three-minute rest period during which baseline psychophysiological measurements were taken. Each participant was presented with 42 trials, in random order, each of which consisted of the following phases: (a) a news message framed with a media brand, (b) valence, arousal and involvement self-reports, and (c) an inter-stimulus interval varying randomly from two to six seconds, during which the screen was blank. Each news message remained on the screen until the participant pressed enter. At the end of the reading session, memory was tested. In addition, the participant evaluated each media brand’s familiarity and credibility. In total, the experiment lasted for 1.5–2 hours.

Self-report measures

A set of six self-report measures was chosen to reflect the variables hypothesized to have significant effects based on existing studies (referenced for H1-H3) on motivated mediated message processing.

Emotional valence and arousal. Participants rated their emotional reactions to the news messages in terms of valence and arousal using 9-point pictorial scales (SAM, see P. Lang, 1980). Both scales consisted of human figures expressing different states of emotional arousal.

Involvement. Involvement with the news message was assessed using the sum of two items: *How interesting was the news message?* and *How relevant was the news message for you?*. Participants rated their reactions using 7-point scales, ranging from 1 (not interesting/relevant at all) to 7 (very interesting/relevant).

Media familiarity and credibility. As the final part of the experiment, after the memory tests, participants rated the media frames along the familiarity and credibility
dimensions using 9-point scales ranging from not at all familiar/credible to highly familiar/credible.

Memory tests

Two memory tests were conducted to measure the retrieval and encoding of the message content. A free recall memory test assessed retrieval. The participants were asked to write down all the headlines they could remember. The messages noted by the participants were checked for correctness and given a score of one when the main point was recalled and a score of zero otherwise. After the free recall memory test, we conducted a multiple-choice memory test, a previously identified valid measure of encoding effectiveness (e.g., Zechmeister and Nyberg, 1982). The test consisted of 42 message headlines presented in random order, followed by a set of four statements, only one of which was correct. The answers were checked and given a score of one when the answer was correct. The memory tests were always conducted in this order to correctly measure recall without priming the participants with the multiple-choice options.

Physiological data collection

Physiological signals were recorded with a 40-channel Brain Vision QuickAmp amplifier. EEG activity was recorded on left and right frontal (F3, F4), central (C3, C4), temporal (T7, T8), parietal (P3, P4), and occipital (O1, O2) scalp sites (10–20 International System; Jasper, 1958). A common reference montage was used during the recordings and the ground electrode was placed at FCz. Electrode impedances were reduced to less than 5 kΩ. During the data collection, 1-Hz high-pass and 200-Hz low-pass filters were used; a 50-Hz notch filter was also employed.

Facial EMG activity was recorded in the left corrugator supercilii, orbicularis oculi and zygomaticus major muscle regions as recommended by Fridlund and Cacioppo (1986). The raw EMG signal was amplified, and frequencies below 30 Hz and above 400 Hz were
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filtered out. The raw signal was digitally rectified and integrated over 1000 ms. The data collection was controlled by Brain Vision Recorder software and the sampling rate was 2,000 Hz.

Data reduction and statistical analyses

After the recordings, the EEG data were filtered with 0.5-Hz high-pass and 70-Hz low-pass filters. The EMG raw signal was digitally rectified and integrated over 1000 ms. For each trial, the EEG and facial EMG data were segmented into sixteen 1-s epochs, including one second preceding the onset of the news message (baseline) and fifteen seconds after news message onset. For artifact removal in the EEG data, all epochs containing activity outside the range of -85 µV to +85 µV, on any of the EEG or EOG channels, were detected and removed from further analyses. The power spectra were derived by the fast Fourier transform (FFT) method with a Hanning window (applied to the distal 10% at each end of the epoch). Power values (in µV²) within the alpha (8-13 Hz) frequency range were extracted for each epoch. Mean values were calculated for each 1-s epoch and they were then aggregated into four single epochs: baseline (second preceding the onset of the news message) and three 5-s epochs during the presentation of the news messages. As in previous research (Allen et al., 2004), a frontal asymmetry index (ln(F4) – ln(F3)) was computed for each period. As alpha power is inversely related to cortical activity (Lindsley and Wicke, 1974), higher scores on the index indicate greater relative left hemisphere activity. Further, mean values were calculated for the central (C3, C4), parietal (P3, P4), and occipital (O1, O2) sites for the alpha frequency band (8-13 Hz). Whole-head alpha activity was calculated as a mean alpha activity of all recording sites. Logarithmic transformations were conducted for facial EMG data to normalize the distributions.

All data with the exception of the free recall memory test were analyzed with the Linear Mixed Models procedure with restricted maximum likelihood estimation. The data
from the free recall memory test were analyzed with the General Linear Model procedure with repeated measures using Bonferroni corrections. When analyzing physiological data, participant ID was specified as the subject variable, the sequence number of a news message (1 to 42) and epoch (1 to 3) were specified as the repeated variables, and AR(1) was specified as the covariance structure for the residuals. A fixed-effects model that included the baseline (Second 1) physiological value, epoch, news message valence, involvement, and media frame, and all two-way interactions among the latter three variables were specified. The effects of age and gender were tested in the analysis, but as no significant main effects were found, they were dropped from the model. When analyzing self-report data, heterogeneous compound symmetry was specified as the covariance structure for the residuals (there were no epochs, baseline). The hypotheses and research questions regarding the influence of the media brands on the individual emotional and cognitive responses were tested using five planned contrasts (see Table 1).

TABLE 1 HERE

Results

Manipulation check

Tables 2 and 3 show the means for the study variables by a priori news valence and involvement. The main effect of a priori news valence had a significant effect in predicting valence and arousal ratings, $F(2, 2969.46) = 2346.59, p < .001$, and $F(2, 2934.09) = 10.70, p < .001$, respectively. Valence ratings were higher for positive news compared to negative and extremely negative news, all $ps < .001$. The interaction between a priori news valence and news involvement had a significant effect in predicting valence ratings, $F(2, 2967.82) = 53.00, p < .001$. That is to say that high-involvement positive news elicited higher valence ratings compared to low-involvement positive news, whereas high-involvement negative news elicited lower valence ratings compared to low-involvement negative news.
Involvement ratings were significantly higher for high-involvement compared to low-involvement news, $F(1, 2967.71) = 857.84, p < .001$. The interaction between news valence and involvement was significant for involvement ratings, $F(2, 2958.13) = 68.20, p < .001$, in that the difference between high-involvement and low-involvement news in self-reported involvement was more pronounced for positive and negative news compared to extremely negative news.

The main effect for media brand was significant in predicting self-reported media credibility, $F(5, 349.247) = 94.43, p < .001$. Media brand credibility ratings were higher for high-credibility (traditional) media brands compared to low-credibility (traditional) brands. The main effect for media brand was also significant in predicting self-reported media familiarity, $F(5, 338.38) = 187.27, p < .001$. Familiarity ratings were higher for familiar (traditional) media brands compared to unfamiliar (traditional) media brands, $p < .001$, as well as for a familiar social media brand (Facebook) compared to the unknown blog, $p < .001$. Further, credibility ratings were lower for Facebook compared to all traditional media brands $F(5, 2466.05) = 672.75, p < .001$.

TABLE 2 HERE

Effects of news content characteristics

The main effect of the emotional valence of news messages was significant in predicting orbicularis oculi EMG activity, $F(2, 2974.30) = 3.93, p = .020$ (H1a). Pairwise comparisons indicated that, when compared to extremely negative news, positive news evoked greater orbicularis oculi activity, $p = .017$. Furthermore, there was a significant main effect of news message emotional valence in predicting corrugator EMG activity, $F(2, 2971.40) = 63.01, p < .001$. Pairwise comparisons indicated that, when compared to positive news, extremely negative and negative news messages evoked increased corrugator supercili responses, $p < .001$ and $p = .002$, respectively. In addition, when compared to negative news,
extremely negative news evoked higher corrugator EMG activity, \( p < .001 \). There was also a significant main effect of emotional valence for zygomaticus major EMG activity, \( F(2, 2973.83) = 3.01, p = .049 \), but pairwise comparisons were non-significant.

H1b predicted that, compared to positive news, extremely negative and negative news would evoke greater relative right frontal EEG activation and decreased whole-head EEG alpha. The main effect of news message emotional valence was significant in predicting frontal alpha asymmetry, \( F(2, 1360.09) = 4.52, p = .011 \). Pairwise comparisons indicated that, compared to negative news, extremely negative news evoked relatively greater right frontal activation, \( p = .012 \). However, there was no significant difference between positive news and negative news, or between positive news and extremely negative news. The emotional valence of messages had no influence on EEG alpha activity, \( F(2, 1402.32) = .09, p = .910 \).

The main effect of news message emotional valence was significant in predicting recognition memory, \( F(2, 2676.30) = 9.32, p < .001 \) (H1c). Pairwise comparisons indicated that recognition memory was better for negative news compared to positive and extremely negative news, \( p < .001 \) and \( p = .010 \), respectively. However, there was no significant difference between positive and extremely negative news. The emotional valence of news messages was not associated with free recall, \( p = .218 \).

H2a predicted that, compared to low-involvement news messages, high-involvement messages would evoke higher self-reported arousal. The hypothesis was confirmed, \( F(1, 2946.03) = 245.04, p < .001 \).

H2b predicted that, compared to low-involvement news, reading high-involvement news would elicit decreased whole-head EEG alpha power and greater relative left frontal EEG activation. The hypothesis was not supported, \( F(1, 1398.36) = 2.40, p = .121 \), and \( F(1, 1354.78) = .57, p = .449 \), respectively. However, although not hypothesized, high-
involvement news elicited higher corrugator supercilii facial EMG activity compared to low-involvement news, $F(1, 2971.43) = 4.07, p = .044$.

H2c predicted that recognition memory and free recall would be better for high-involvement messages compared to low-involvement messages. The hypothesis was not supported: the main effect for high-involvement news messages was significant for the multiple-choice memory test, $F(2678.46) = 11.69, p = .001$, but with an interaction with the media brand (see H3d). Further, the free recall memory test indicated that when compared to high-involvement news, low-involvement news was retrieved better, $p < .001$.

*Effects of media brands*

H3a predicted that, compared to unfamiliar and low-credibility media brands, familiar and high-credibility media brands would elicit higher self-reported valence and arousal. Contrary to our expectations, the media brands were not differentiated by emotional valence ratings, $F(6, 2993.91) = 0.89, p = .499$ (Table 3). However, the media brands were differentiated by self-reported arousal, $F(6, 2958.68) = 2.32, p = .031$. Contrast 3 indicated that familiar traditional brands elicited higher arousal ratings compared to unfamiliar traditional brands, $F(1,6) = 2.32, p = .006$. High-credibility traditional media brands elicited higher arousal ratings compared to low-credibility traditional brands, although the difference failed to reach statistical significance, Contrast 4 $F(1,6) = 2.32, p = .082$.

H3b predicted that, compared to unfamiliar and low-credibility brands, news framed with familiar and high-credibility brands will elicit higher zygomatic major and orbicularis oculi, and lower corrugator supercilii EMG activity. The media brands were not significant in predicting the zygomatic $F(6, 3005.60) = 0.26, p = .953$, corrugator $F(6, 3002.74) = 0.92, p = .479$, or orbicularis $F(6, 3006.13) = .35, p = .905$ EMG muscles.

H3c predicted that, compared to unfamiliar and low-credibility media brands, familiar and high-credibility media brands would elicit decreased whole-head EEG alpha and greater
relative left frontal alpha activity. The hypothesis was not supported, $F(6, 1430.27) = 1.19, p = .311$, and $F(6, 1390.77) = 1.62, p = .139$, for whole-head EEG alpha power and frontal EEG asymmetry, respectively. It is of note that, although the main effect of media brands was non-significant, news framed with media brands elicited decreased frontal EEG alpha power compared to news with the control condition, for Contrast 1, $F(1,6) = 1.56, p = .050$.

H3d predicted that recognition memory and free recall would be better for familiar and high-credibility traditional media brands compared to unfamiliar low-credibility traditional media brands. The main effect of brand was significant in predicting recognition memory, $F(6, 2706.28) = 2.40, p = .025$. However, this result is disqualified by the significant interaction between media brand and news involvement for the multiple-choice memory test ($F(6, 2588.06) = 2.37, p = .027$, see Figure 2). The result indicates that high-familiarity national media and the tabloid brand prompted better encoding memory for low-involvement news, while for all other brands memory was better for high-involvement news. Recognition memory was better for news framed with high-credibility media brands compared to news framed with low-credibility brands, although Contrast 4 narrowly failed to reach statistical significance, $F(1,6) = 2.40, p = .059$. Contrast 5 indicated that, compared to the familiar social media brand, traditional media brands elicited better recognition memory, $F(1,6) = 2.40, p = .017$. However, the results from the free recall memory test indicate a significant main effect of the media brand in predicting retrieval memory $F(6) = 24.77, p < .001$. News framed with Facebook was recalled significantly better when compared to news framed with the unfamiliar social media and low-credibility traditional media, and almost significantly compared to low-credibility unknown traditional media, $p < .005, p < .005$ and $p < .069$, respectively (Table 3).
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Discussion

This study investigated the moderating effect of media brand knowledge in the processing of textual news messages. The findings suggest that the media brand acts as a structural feature of the media message and influences the processing of the news. This effect, however, is shown in the memory tests and self-reported arousal ratings, but only marginally in the physiological data. Hence, it seems the influence of the brand is less physiological, and more related to cognitive considerations than unconscious emotional responses. However, several other findings emerged in the psychophysiology: we confirmed the notion of negativity bias in relation to news message valence, and highlight the importance of the content relevance to the reader’s attention, self-reported arousal, and memory.

*News message, emotion and motivation*

When it comes to responses to the news content features of the news messages, the study confirmed the results from previous investigations examining self-reported and physiological responses, and memory for news messages. We found higher self-reported pleasantness and increased zygomatic and orbicularis EMG activity in response to positive news messages, and higher arousal ratings and increased corrugator EMG activity in response to negative and extremely negative news. Although corrugator EMG activity is often associated with negative emotions, it has also been shown to increase during attentional engagement (Cohen et al., 1992). Furthermore, when compared to negative news, extremely negative news evoked relatively greater right frontal activation, which implies the activation of the aversive system. Consistently, negative news was encoded better. This is in line with the LC4MP model, which suggests that low levels of negative-arousing content increase resources allocated to storage (A. Lang, 2000).

As expected, motivationally relevant news elicited higher arousal ratings and increased corrugator EMG activity, which was partly supported by the multiple-choice
memory test results. However, the free recall memory test indicates that low-involvement news messages were retrieved better. It is possible that while high-involvement news messages lead to encoding and storing details, low-involvement messages facilitate encoding and storing the content at a more general level. All in all, the findings confirm that content-related features influence the processing of and memory for news messages.

*Media brands*

Media brands had an influence on the self-reported arousal and frontal EEG alpha activity, which consistently influenced the three memory sub-processes. The familiarity and credibility dimensions of the brand were not significant in predicting self-reported valence and facial EMG activity. Nevertheless, news framed with familiar and credible media brands prompted higher arousal ratings, although the difference between high- and low-credibility brands failed to reach statistical significance. This finding is in line with previous studies showing that in addition to positive emotional responses, familiar strong brands include an arousal component (Carroll and Ahuvia, 2006; Thomson *et al.*, 2005).

When compared to the no-brand condition, reading news framed with media brands prompted lower frontal EEG activity, and therefore more attention. In line with this finding, the main effect from the recognition memory test suggests that participants better encoded, stored and retrieved the content and details of news framed with traditional media brands, especially high-credibility brands. One explanation for this finding is that participants regarded the popular social media as an untrustworthy source—a notion also confirmed by the manipulation check. However, the free recall memory test indicated that the content of news framed with Facebook was retrieved better than the content of news framed with the blog, or with the low-credibility unknown traditional media brand. In this sense, strong media brands work psychologically as differentiating agents to promote particular brand identities
(cf. Siegert et al. 2011; Malmelin and Moisander, 2014), and the differentiation functions between traditional but also between social media brands.

What adds to the complexity of the relationship between media brands and involvement is that brands work in interaction with news involvement. While in general news with high-involvement content was encoded better, as indexed by the multiple-choice memory test, the interaction analysis revealed that when presented with familiar media brands, details of low-involvement news were better memorized. It seems that strong, familiar and credible media brands, particularly the strong national media brand, elicit a mode of news reading where cognitive resources are allocated to encode information independent of the relevance of the news content to the reader. This effect overrides the otherwise significant effect of news involvement, and hence presents a contradictory result compared to previous studies, which highlight the importance of content relevance for information processing.

Facebook was not differentiated from other media brands in any other regard except in the memory tests, where, to our surprise, the results were contradictory. Although the effect was not evident in the physiological data, the results suggest that when it comes to memory, traditional and especially credible media brands led to a deeper acquisition of the news details, but Facebook prompted a more superficial processing of the whole news—or the news headline. Hence, while the Facebook brand draws the attention of readers, it does not invite attention to the news details. This is particularly evident when investigating the interaction between brands and involvement; details of low-involvement news presented via Facebook were the least retrieved (Figure 2). Thus, the present finding is in line with what we assumed in RQ2; traditional and social media brands evoke different processing in regard to news messages. Further research is needed to examine the influence of social media brands as media brands in news consumption. In reality, such a news consumption situation often
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includes multiple media brands present at the same time, for example when news is shared in social media, which makes the situation more complex.

Overall, the results highlight the assumed importance of media brands in digital environments; as a structural feature, the media brand is used as a proxy to process the content of the message. First, any media brand accompanying a news message increased attention, and familiar brands also fostered information encoding. Second, traditional credible media brands elicited stronger arousal responses, which in turn increased the resources allocated to information storage and retrieval as indexed by the free recall test. However, when compared to the influence exerted by the news message valence and involvement, the media brand influence was considerably more subtle.

Limitations

Certain limitations existed in the research setting. First, an experimental setting sets limits on the ecological validity of the study. A laboratory setting cannot fully imitate rich online media; for example, in order to ensure the validity of the measurements, simplistic versions of the stimuli are needed. Further, as the experiment lasts for some time, participants may have felt tired towards the end of the experiment. The presentation order of the stimulus material was randomized for each participant to ensure that there would be no systematic fatigue or habituation effects.

Second, the findings are limited to an experimental within-subject setting with a rather small number of participants, who are young digital natives. We aimed to counterbalance learning effects common to within-subject studies by using a double Latin square rotation in the stimulus presentation. As the participants represent a similar population, it can be expected that they share somewhat similar news reading habits and technical skills. Nevertheless, similar studies with larger samples and different demographics would shed more light on the moderating effect of media brands.
Third, our conceptualization of reader involvement was operationalized as social group-related topical relevance. Including considerations such as the reader’s interest in environmental issues or employment policies would add more detailed knowledge regarding the complexity of involvement. Further, regarding the premises of LC4MP, the study did not take into consideration the reader’s goal as a factor affecting cognitive processes (cf. A. Lang et al., 2013b), as the participants had no control over what to read. Other methods, such as qualitative observation approaches could be used to examine how users navigate their news in the presence of various media brands.

Finally, it is likely that the influence of the media brands was to some extent disguised by the message content effects, which would correspond to the findings of Krebs (2017). We cannot exclude the possibility that more emotionally relevant or provocative media brands would have had a stronger impact on the reader. The brand selection was restricted to media brands that were reconcilable with the news content in an ecologically valid way.

Social and practical implications

Despite the limitations, the study demonstrated that reading experience and perception of the news depend not only upon news content features, but also on brand knowledge and the psychophysiological responses elicited by them. This is a finding with relevance both for media companies considering their brand-building strategies as well as for news readers. Strategic approaches to branding in the media industry have been rather narrow and limited (Malmelin and Moisander, 2014). For brand managers, the most important takeaway from this study is that credibility and familiarity both function as brand attributes to differentiate media brands. More studies are needed to investigate how media brand credibility is formed as a psychological element, and how it can be built and managed. Nonetheless, we suggest
that media companies should pay attention to branding and long-term reputation-building in their strategies for fostering reader relationships.

The most important implications of this study, however, concern the news consumers; the cognitive and emotional processes that occur while they are reading the news are affected not only by the message characteristics, but also by the media brand. Awareness of the cognitive influence of media brands is relevant for readers to develop cognitive skills to control their own information acquisition. For instance, our findings indicate that any information that is presented framed with a strong media brand is more thoroughly processed, which might be problematic, for example, if a quality-media brand is used in a false context. This has profound consequences for how information is accumulated at an individual and at a social level, and calls for media education interventions.
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## Contrasts of media brands

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contrasts</th>
<th>Media Brands</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>All media brands vs Control media brand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Traditional media brands vs Social media brands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Familiar traditional media vs Unfamiliar traditional media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>High-credibility traditional media vs Low-credibility traditional media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Familiar social media brand vs Traditional media brands</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table 2

*Means for Self-Reports, Facial EMG, EEG and Memory Tests by A Priori News Valence and Involvement*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>News Valence</th>
<th>Positive (High-Invo)</th>
<th>Positive (Low-Invo)</th>
<th>Negative (High-Invo)</th>
<th>Negative (Low-Invo)</th>
<th>Extremely Negative (High-Invo)</th>
<th>Extremely Negative (Low-Invo)</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self Reports</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional valence</td>
<td>6.46</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>5.93</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>3.27</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>3.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional Arousal</td>
<td>4.32</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>3.48</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>4.54</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>3.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facial EMG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zygomaticus Major</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrugator Supercili</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>1.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orbicularis Oculi</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frontal Asymmetry</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frontal Alpha</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>1.41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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| Whole Head Alpha | 1.38 | 0.80 | 1.41 | 0.81 | 1.39 | 0.80 | 1.45 | 0.82 | 1.37 | 0.79 | 1.44 | 0.81 | .25 |

Memory Tests

| Recognition | 1.81 | 0.83 | 1.84 | 0.88 | 2.13 | 0.75 | 1.82 | 0.83 | 1.90 | 0.88 | 1.87 | 0.82 | 10.01*** |
| Free recall | 0.37 | 0.48 | 0.32 | 0.46 | 0.33 | 0.47 | 0.30 | 0.45 | 0.41 | 0.49 | 0.27 | 0.44 | 6.77** |

*Note.* Self-report measures were recorded on a 1–9 scale. Facial EMG = electromyography, EEG = electroencephalography. *p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.
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Table 3

*Means for Self-Reports, Facial EMG, EEG and Memory Tests by Media Brands*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Media Brands</th>
<th>BL</th>
<th>CTRL</th>
<th>SS</th>
<th>HS</th>
<th>IL</th>
<th>FB</th>
<th>TA</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self Reports</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional valence</td>
<td>4.26</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>4.11</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>4.19</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>4.22</td>
<td>1.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional Arousal</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>1.71</td>
<td>4.01</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>4.02</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>4.09</td>
<td>1.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facial EMG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zygomaticus Major</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrugator Superficial</td>
<td>1.71</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orbicularis Oculi</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frontal Asymmetry</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frontal Alpha</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whole Head Alpha</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Memory Tests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recognition</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>1.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free recall</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* Self-report measures were recorded on a 1–9 scale. Facial EMG = electromyography, EEG = electroencephalography. * p < .05. ** p < .01. *** p < .001.